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If we listen carefuIly, we can hear the voices of organisations ar6und the worid crying
out: make up your mind, what do you want us to be? Hierarchies are out, networks are
in. Structure is out, values are in. Pay for performance is out, pay for knowledge is in.
Bosses are out, customers are in. Tbtal quality is in, now it is out, re-engineering is in.
While you may not agree with my list of what's in and what's out, I think you wiil
agree that our theories and models of. what constitutes and contributes to
organisational effectiveness are in flux.

Organisational identity is at the cross roads. Thc what, why and how of the
business enterprise, the educational system, the healthcare system and even religious
organisatioDs, are in the midst of transformation. Corporations that were created and
operated for hundreds of years in order to produce weaith for their stakeholders
through'the production and distribution of goods and services, are now having to
address their mission in terms of global well-being, social responsibility and human
development. Measures of organisation success have been explicitly frnancial until
recently when the figure-ground relationship shifted and this new set of success
measures came to the foreground.
Executives, managers, consultants and schoiars of organisation theory, can all
describe roads leading to this crisis of identity. Advances in both transportation and
communication technologies have created a global business context. Most actions
performed in local settings can now be known about and./or experienced by people
previously considered outsiders with no potentiai for direct contact. Tbday we can
travel anywhere in the world for business within days if not hours. We can fax
anlnvhere in the world while simultaneously meeting via conference call technology.
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Jusl:: ie'* ia;"s ago I \\'as ilarr Jl a,,,rCec conierence betrveen Nr-rrlh snc Sc'rrn
-l-.i:tei'ica, Eurcpe artd Asia Execurives lrom seven countries rnet in l',vo iocations in
Tckyo and Cali.fornia, to review brisiness plans and ro chart a giobal course of acti\rn
for lhe next year. Few industries, nc maller how small or loca.iised, are escaping rhe
global consequences of modern technology.

This ease of lransportation and communication , has created bolh a blurring of
some boundaries and an insistence of others. While the lines between impersonal
roles and functions are being erased, the lines between personal differences in terms
of diversrty issues are being drawn more bolcily. Women are in the workforce l0 stay.

Relationships at work and at home have changed to adapt to fwo career families,
single working parents and ihe expectations of women to be treated justly and
respeclfully in the work setting.

Knowledge and its by producr, inibrrnation, have come lnto promrnence as pivolal
resources in the equation lor ef'lccting patterns of organisational life. Technolog:es
that foster ease of knowing and information flow are now prised above those that were
acclaimed in lhe past for easing the burden cl'physical ]abour. Emergent businesses
are information centered, often providing infbrmation or access to information as their
producl. While inibrnration has in the pasl been regarded as a means to achievrng
bustness ends, in rnany cases, it is rrow Lhe r atsort d'Atre of lhe business. ]t Loo has
gor.re fi'onr backgrou nd to fbreglour.rci.

The chanpng nalure ol olganisalion is evident; as are the limitations of current
organisation theory and practice in guiding organisation renewal and success into the
21st century. Difficulties in the practice of organisation development loday come from
ever changing stories of what constitutes organisational effectiveness. Perhaps it rs

not lhe stories themselves bhat creale lhe challenges we face, but rather, our inability
to hold the line on one approach long enough to see elfects being manifesled. When ii
comes to organisational theory and practice it seems that we are'just shopping'',
lrying on one approach after anothei' We are not commitling lo the lor-rg vieiv or lo
rvhat ii takes to create sustainable enLerprise in the century.

Few executives, managers, consullants or scholars are as yet able to envision the
paths leading away from, and beyond our current understandings of organisation.
Even fewer are able lo envision the organisation al the end of the paih. Still fewer are
abie to create lools to aid the journey along the palh. What clues we have, I belteve,
are to be found in underslanding organisations as postmodern enterprises.

The purpose of writing this chapler, is to briefly outiine four key aspects of ihe
posrmodern condjtion, and lo discuss lheir impiications for organisations and
specrficaiiy for the practice of olganrsaliorr deveiopmenl into lhe 21sl century. I offer
this not as another approach to be tricd on, until [he weather changes or somethj.ng
better comes along, nor as an olganisalional panacea thal will once and for all
alleviare all problenis. I oil'er it niore as an Ayurvedic treatment which may, if
practiced consistently overtime, r'estore natural orde-balance among lhe personal,
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rhe social and the nalural. In so doing, I hope
porenf;ial of organisations around the globe.

Wrinr ts PosT Moornru?

o _!v

to contribute lo the life affirming

Postmodern may be described as an era in time, much like the Middle Ages or the
Renaissance. As such, it is merely the iime foliowing the Modern Era. As rvith any era
in lime, it is known and defined by prevailing attiludes and actions that are
noticeably different from those of other times. The shift from one era to another is a
shiJt in world views-beliefs, attitudes and actions. Each era in time is rnarked as a
Ciscourse-a way of talking about the world and what is meaningful- which both
creates and maiatains the predominant world view. To describe the postmodern
ccndition, I will describe attitudes and actions that are emerging into prominence;
and I wiil contrast them with the modern period of organisational life.

What follows is not intended to be comprehensive, but rather one way of thinking
about rhe shifts in social thought and action that are occurring throughout the worid
as we embrace new technologies. Decades ago, Margarel Mead wroLe that, cuiture
charrge follows from technological change. This is certainly the situation as we live it
around the worid today. New technology engenders new possibilities for social action,
and at the same time may render the oid, impossible, irrelevant or irreverent. Four
trends siand out as signals that a new era is emerging: from the impersonai to the
relational; from the objective to the plural; from seeing is believing to saying is
creating; and from limitlessness to suslainability.

lmpersonal....to,.,.Relational

The modern era was a time of impersonalisation. The modern corporation was a place
for rvorking, not for making friends or getting personal needs met. Management's job
rvas to get, results from people working together; not necessarily liking one another, or
even knowing one another. A common expression was, "I don't have to like him to
rvork wrth him. We have a job io do and we'll do it." In lhe western world personal
relationships at work were prohibited and a source of scandal even among single
consenting adults. The division of labour among men and women supposedly allowed
men to go to work with their hands, minds and time free to do nothing but wc- -.

People became identified with their jobs and their functional specialties. Work was
performed by the nameless, feelingless, unknowable people in roles-the engineer, the
plumber, the foreman or the professor. in the modern organisation, lhe individual was
a tool for the good of the enterprise. The welfare of the organisation came before and
often ar the expense of its individual workers.

The post modern condition is known by its attention to the relationai quality of life.
in the past 15 years, as a consultant to organisations around the world I have
contributed to and experienced the emergence of a relational perspeclive in
organisationai theory and practice. The sLory I remember about the creation of NTI-
The National Ttaining Laboratory as it was named at birth-is thal a group of
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',','ci.t 3','l,'i..t'€,';f their feelings and how rhey leiared i"o orhers. To turiher rhis belleith.;
crei:-d:he T-Grcup, an experieniial learnirig opporrunity ibr crganisation Leaders ro
get in'r.c;ch with their feelings ani relationship parrerns. Of ccurse, all of this work,
as j[ was ca]led, was done lo enabie Inanagers lo becter meet the neeCs uf rhe
orga-nisation. No matter horv it rvas explaineci at the time, it was none the iess an
opening of Fendora's Box.

Cairieci furrher, we now see orgar-risalions abandoning ihe individual as the unit cf
peribrmance and focusrng on team performance. We see Lhe boundaries betrveen rvork
and non- work life dissolrrng wrrh the advent of on-site day care centers, ,.vork and
family programs and family out,ings sponsored by rhe organisation. We see union
management relationships moving from conflict to collaboration, and we see
participation in decision making as a means for producing business results, while at
the same tim,e enhancing worker satisfaction. Over and over again the notion of us
against rhem is being transformed to a spirit of relaledness that brings with it an
imperative for a new concept of relational responsibility. Custorners are no Ionger
people rvhom you charge as much as you can for providing as little as you can. They
are now people whose relationships rvith the organisation are valued and whose needs
and rvants are to be met. They are co be delighled. Workers are no longer people to be
used, to be firt into the organisatjonal mould or to be seen and nol heard. They are a
vaiued resource to be enhanced, iistened to and liberaled from the oppression of
hierarchy.

The figure ground has shifted. In rhe modern era, lhe somewhat stoical individual
was the hero, the vehicle for organisatjon success. Leadership was described as
qualities or traits possessed by an indiviciual. Relationships were background. They
were lools used by modern heroes lo achieve their goals. In the emergtng post modern
era relationships-among people, wich rhe environment, across functions, arnong
nalions and cultures and across gendels-are central. Heroes are peopie who
demons[rate a respect fbr relalionships as a precondition of doing business.
Leadership is a quality of relationship. Leaders cannot exist without a community of
people, whose slories and i.nteractions privilege theit' positions as leaders, The
impersonal and the individual are background in post modern organisation
perform ance.

Objectivity....to..,. Piuralism

Objectivity was the cornerstone of the m0dern pelspective. The belief rhat rhe world
can be observed, studied and known separate from the observer served as the
foundarion for modern science. Social and behaviora] sciences were modelied afier the
physical sciences ieading to a conceptual separation and alienatlon ofpeople one from
another. The belief in objectivity crealed a context which privileged tools and rul.es.
One modern myth went something like, "We can understand the workings of the
world and make it what we want it to be, iionly rve have the right tools and follorv the
right procedures."
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.,1:;:-: a,aie in:he'..v-rlci'"vas to harr-:ess narure and ihe.,r.ay ic Llo it was thriugn
'scierce Th'-c incluieci rhe harnessing ol huinan nature. Rationaiily ivas far supei-roric enollcneiiiy; and reason the means of iiriluence. Rheroric was considered to borcer
cn ihe un€lhical in that it represented ideas adapted to rhe situatjcn, rather than theright or lrue ideal. B.eiief in objectivity seemed to carry rvith it a dual edgeci srvord. Cnthe one side is ihe biade of rnorality useful for slicing rdeas inlo pieces based on rvhat
is rlght anci what is wrong. The other side is the blad"e of power useful for maintaining
lhe privilege of what is right and the aura rhat it was objLctively estabhshed.

I'{any voices were quietened by the sword of objectivity. Efliciency was pri.zed asboth a principle of design and a way of working. To be modern was to be uncluttered,straightforward, and linear in thinking and acting. All that was premodern-thetribal, the spiritual, the beat or hip and even the creative and was considered
somewhat uncivilised and to be ouercome for the advancement of sociery.

The modern corporation was a civilised place. Workers left their families, traditions
and "roots" at home and came lo work where they were expected. to fit into the moid ofrvhat was right in the eyes of tireir employe.s. Organisation meant conformity in
speech, appearance, actions and even ihinking. Time and motion studies determined
rhe right actions to achieve the organisation's goals. Uniforms were uncluttered andimpersonal signs of conformity. An effective worker was one who fit it, and who didn,trock the boat lneffective workers lvere whistle blowers, trouble makers or those whosimply laiked, Iooked, acted or thought differ"ently.

The postmodern perspective, places value on pluraiism and hence on socialrelativity' From this perspective the social world is cieated through discourse amongpeople who each bring multiple relational contexts-past, present and imagrned-toany given siluation. Employees no ionger go to work with ihe expectation thal theyleave family concerns, or other perso"nul interests behind. .lhey come to work as"whole persons" with multiple nelds and wants that must be *Lt on a daily basis.They expect to receive more than financiai payback for the time and effort theyconbribute at work. Corporate initiatives such as caleteria benefits and work andfamiiy programs are efforts to recognise and accommodate employees, multiple anddiffering needs.

The focus has shifted from the organisalion's needs, ro employee and cuslomerneeds' Postmodern organisations exisl Lo meet the mulliple needs of multiple anddiverse stakeholders. The balance is precarious and the precipice great. perhaps oneof the most cha]lengrng questions of tf," time is: How do we meel the needs ofemployees and lhe'needs of the enterprise? lVhere the modern organisation,s resolvewas either/or; the postmodern is both/and. The agenda for tire bus=iness enterprise inthe 21st century includes profit and employee *"'ir-buirrg, and emproyee deveropment
and customer satisfaction and environmentai sustainabiiity and social responsibility.

Diversity-the recognition and legitimisalion of multiple voices expressed by peopleof differing races' genders, ug" u.rd ethnic groups-is a postmodern business issue.Businesses around the g1obe, face the postmodern scenario in which rhe multiplereaiities expressed by various so called minority groups musl be listened to and taken
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i.nlo acccunt, in the process of organising. The corporation can no longer endure being
organised around a singular voice-the ivhit,e mai.e perspeclive. Posrnr';dern
organisa[ions are heid Logether through Cialogue among diverse stakeholders.
Communicarion, nc! adherence to ruies, is whar co-ordinates action.

The piuralism of the.postmodern rvay, puts an emphasis on propriety rather ihan
morality. Propriety bei.ng regarded as action appropriate to the time and situation.
With this comes a sense of social relativity in which action is said to be appropriate if
it meets the local needs of people within the global context of life. Right and wrong
does not elicit credibility or following among groups of diverse peopie. Nor do common
values or work processes create the sense oforganisation. Another question central to
the postmodern organisation is: How do we organise while at the same tirne
honouring and maintaining Essential differences among people and cultures?

Movement toward postmodern models of organisation can be seen in the multitude
of structures emergent in the past decade. Matrix organisations require people to
perform their work, within the context of two or more reporting relationships. The
success of matrix organisarions requires attention to relationships and to
communication. Network organisations are a step further in the postmodern
direction. They require employees *Lo manage multiple relationships within and
outside of the traditionai organisation's boundaries. For example, for the past year I,
who live in New Mexico, have consulled wiih a client in Pennsylvania, our word
processing and graphics needs have been met by a contractor i.n Michigan. In my role
as consultant to this organisati.on i have on occasion been asked to serve as the project
leader and to supervise lhe work of the word processing professional, company
employees and other consultants. Sandy, the rvork processing professional and I
worked closeiy together for several weeks via conference calls, faxes and Federal
Express services. I guided her work, listened to stories about her family, gave her
ideas for business deveiopment and have not yet met Sandy in person. We operate as
a network able to reconfigure as needed to best serve the organisation. Our ability to
serve the client is directly related to our relationship and our ability to communicate,
using a multitude of media.

Modern organisational performance was a measure of machine efficiency and
human conformance. Diversity was noise in the cybernetic system, to be eliminated or
at least regarded as irrelevant. Postmodern organisational performance is a draraa,
an unfolding of differences, oppositions, compliments and possibilities in the context
of global interconnectedness.

Seeing is Believing....to....Saying is Creating

The modern world was an empirical worid. What could be observed and measured was
real and believable, The unseen didn't exist. Even if granted existence il wasn't
granted importance. MaLters mystical, spiritual and intuitive were considered
primitive. They were rendered without value or importance by the tools of science. it
was the unknown that science sought to know, the mysteries of life that science
soughL to solve, the unexplarnable ihat science sought lo explain.
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fhe physical *'orid was constructed, built to be visible evidence aflman's capacity to
harness nature and to ovefcome her limrts. Modern siructures were desigaed to be
r-iewed and to afford views to those who inhabiied them. fhe higher you wenr, the
better the vrew and the more important the person dwelling within. Sleek buildings of
glass and metal, artifacts of the modern era, tower above town houses and city parks,
asserting their dominion.

In the modern era people didn't construct the ways of the social world. They
studied, analysed and reported them as they saw thlm. The differences between
information-the facts and data-and. persuasion were clear. Persuasion, the tool of
politicians, comprised of opinions and appeals to the pathos of the people.
Information, the goal of ugood" science was the tooi of managers. In business there
was no need for personal opinions when accurate information could be had. The
modern myth that effective decisions would be based on complete information became
the downfall of many management teams.Business opportunities passed them by as
they charted trends, anaiysed percentages and waited for all the information to be
gathered. Analysis was their activity of choice. Research and practice were separate
and often presented as conflicting domains of activity.

The postmodern perspective does not deny the vaiue of empirical data. In the spirit
of pluralism, it doesn't deny the value of any perspective. Insiead it seeks to generate
possibilities and to open pathways for the expression of multipie voices. A basic tenet
of postmodern is that social reality is constructed in the process of communication.
Not only do we construct our physical reality, we also construct our social reality.
From this perspective we cannot not create. Social construction is built upon three
assumptions. One, it implies the construction or creation of what we believe to be real
and meaningful. Each expression-word.s and behaviors-occurs within a relational
contexl that is both created by and creator of the expression and what it means. What
we say' how we say it, with rvhom we say it and p"rh^pr when we say it are all part of
the grand performance of social construction. The peifo.mance is our current realiby
as well as the seeds for future realities,

Tko, it creates an imperative for a constructive, positive or appreciative
orientation. If we are creating our social reality and organisational life thiough our
interactions with one another then we might as well make them positive. This is a call
for an appreciative model of living and working. The appreciative model suggests that
a positive focus creates a greater sense of well being and greater opportunities for
social good than does a negative focus in communication and interaction. It does not
deny the dualism of life-yin/yang, iight/dark, lifddeath, positive/negative-rather it
supposes that if we focus on the positive we create positive and the negative wiil play
itself out as background. If, on the other hand, we focus on negative *" *itt mainiain
the negative and allow the positive space oniy to be background.

And three, it implies a mutuaiity of influence among people in relation to one
another-the process of co-creation. By recognising our ongoing participation in the
creatinn of sneial life and orsanisational realities we place ourselves in a space clf
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longer the causal or descriptive force in a situation. The qualities of relating become
centrai. determinants of organisational life. The relational context that we both create
and operate within is what riefines one organisation as different from another.

Let me illustrate tJris concept of relational context and co-creation with a set of
sa:mples from my ciient organisations. I have for many years worked with an
international Fortune 500 healthc€ue company in which people know the president
and call him by first name. The executive team is a group of pcople who are known
throughout the organisation and who are respected. Most work having major
organisation wide impact involves this executive team either as initiators or
supporters from the outset. Successful initiatives in this organisation are seen as
connected to the yision and leadership of this executive team. When the executive
team is uncertain, unfocused or undergoing change the organisation becomes
uncertain and unfocused. This is not a tali hierarchy, it is a reiationally oriented
organisation. The hierarchy exists but does not prescribe who taiks to whom, the
needs ofthe peopie and their work does.

Another client is a Fortune 500 oil company in which the president is often referred
io by h:.s last name. The executive team is known throughout the company and
recognised as not being abie to adapt to change. They are described as the barrier to
change rnore often than the source or initiators of change. This is a hierarchical,
position based organisation. The hierarchy prescribes who talks to whom.

In these two organisations I consulted on very similar projects. In the first
organisation I met the executive team immediately and worked to support their
direction for the company. The project team on which I was a member had frequent
interaction with the executives, of both an informal and a formal scheduled nafure.
My relationship with them brought with it both credibiiity for me and for the project.
They were viewed as caring about the future of the organisation and its people. When
ihe project was completed the executives were viewed as having been apart of its
success. Numerous other people received recognition for the effort. In the second
company, I worked for about nine months until I met the executive team. Only the
project team leader had access to the executives and it was generaliy on a formal
scheduied basis. By the time the projecl got lheir attention they were infact a drag on
its forward movement. They were viewed as not committed to change in the
organisation, nor understanding the needs of the people. After extensive coaching
with them, at their request, they became champions of the effort and supported its
success. In the end they were described as the project owners.

In these two very different organisations, the relational context is quite different as

is the experience of relational responsibility. While the way of working was different,
the end result in both cases was a successful contribution to the organisation. I could
not work in the second organisation bhe way I worked in the hrst, nor visa versa. Each
organisation's relationai context influenced the relationships that I was able to
establish and the nature of the relationships enacted. At the same time the
organisation's relational context created a demand on my relational reperloire, my
relationai practices created a demand on the organisation's relational context.
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Postmcdern I-nanagement recognises iniluence and iearning as oiriy and a}rvays
mutual.

Iv{odern managerhent attempted to base decisicns on objective information and
analyiical procedures. Attempts were made lo separate out the human factor in order
to ensure non biased decision making. Managers were expected to make the right
decision, unbiased by their personal opinions, feelings or relationships. Employee
communication foilowed management decision making as the process of telling
employees about decisions and the basis upon which they were decided. Information
was hierarchically valued and shared. Information employees might have had about
the business or opinions as to how to enhance effectiveness were of little interest to
managers. Everyone looked up lhe hierarchy for infor;nation and decisions. This
patbern of communication and decision making reinforced the notion of organisation
through the conformance to a singular, unified set of rules and goals. Postmodern
management does not begin as a set of behavioral traits for individuals called
managers. Postmodern management calls attention to the ways in which
relationships among differing groups - customers, engineers, sales' marketing,
employees, executives, unions, suppliers etc. are carried out and co-ordinated in order
to create and to accomplish the organisation's agenda.

Limitlessness..,,to....Sustainability

The modern worid was a iimitiess world in story and in action. The grand narrative of
the modern era was the mltnL of progress. Belief in the assumption of never ending
natural resources led to the depletion of natural resources such as forests, mineral
deposits and open land. Belief that man's conquest of nature in the name of
development, AKA progress, was more important than the continuity of species led to
the extinction or near extinction of plants, animals and indigenous tribes worldwide.
Belief that nature could and would absorb any and all man-made waste led to
patterns of production and consumption which created pollution and waste in
quantities beyond the earth's capacity to transform naturally. Belief that actions
taken locally would have no ramifications beyond what was seen and experienced
locaiiy led to reoccurring oversight of contaminants of giobal proportion.

The modern agenda of growth, development, expansion and progress became the
agenda for business. An effective corporation was able to grow and expand while
maintaining a consistent return on investment quarter after quarter, year alter year.

Whetber the intention was or was not to destroy or deplete resources or to contribute
to the eradication of local cultures is irrelevant. The net result is that the modern
world view allowed a great deal of life to be dirninished in the name of progress and
civilisation.

It seems somewhat of a modern paradox that humans could privilege themselves
among all other living beings and at the same time diminish themselves in reiation to

machines. The modern persona embodied a sense of arrogant insecurity - narcissism
which swung with the pendulum from seif-doubt to self-aggrandizement. Modern man
placed himseif at the center of the world, separate from and superior to the rest of life.
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The posrnociern persgective recogni.ses rhe limit,ation of natural resources and
depriving humans in relalion to ail other iiving beings. The nction of sustainabiliiy
which is centrai to the postrnod.ern view emerges frcm the discourse cf ecology which
has us consider the protection of endangered species, the balance between man and
nature, recycling and the preservation of open land. Sustainability carries wirh it an
imperative for preservation of biodiversity as it recognises the inter-relationship of all
life.

Sustainability as a postmodern agenda holds the corporate world accountable for
the depletion of resources globally. It suggests, therefore, thatthe means to establish
a sustainable socio-economic future lies in ihe hands of industries around the globe.
Businesses must go beyond recycling and commit to production processes which
produce only usable by products. The state ofnature is no longer a personal agenda or
even a political agenda. It has become a foreground issue for business and industry
into the 21st century.

Csnurruces ro HUMAN RESouRcE Mnruncrurrur

The postmodern organisation faces chalienges in terms of human resource
management that are very different from those of its predecessor, the modern
corporation. What foilows is a brief outline of human resource management issues
discussed from a postmodern perspective.

Selection

The'postmodern organisation is a relationship of diverse people able to satisfy their
respective and differing needs and desires in relation to one another. Selection,
therefore, becomes the process for identifying people who can bring into the
relationship network the skill, information or support needed by others in the
network or by the organisation as a whole. The capacity to attract a::d employ
contractors and temporary staff becomes an important organisation ability. In this
way the flexibility needed to meet evolving needs of the marketplace as well as the
varied neecis of empioyees, even if they are contractors or temporary staff, can be
maiatained. Selection within the organisation becomes as crucial as selection from
outside, partially because the line separafing inside from out is less clear than in the
past. More importantly, because people wilh varying interests and abilities expect
oppcrtunities to express themselves and their multipie voices. It will not be
uncommon for people to not only change jobs but to also change areas of work in
sigrrificant ways.

Success criteria must include a relational orientation that embodies an
understanding of reiational responsibility and the capacity to co-create, i.e. achieve
results relationally. In addition, the capacity to orient to a sense of relational harmony
rather than hierarchy is essential, as is an appreciative orientation to life and. work.

-_*a
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Seiection wili become more and more of a team effort to ensure the relatianal
capability of nerv empioyees and the harmonious reconfiguration of the organisational
unit with new members.

Orient ation and. As s irnilation

The processes of empioyee orientation and assimilation will shift from processes

focused on learning the rules and procedures for working in the organisation' They
wiil emphasise relationship building and getting plugged into the netwQrk, persoBally
and eiectronically. It wiil be as important for existing members to get to know new

members and what they may potentially contribute, as it is for new members to learn
the ropes - how things have always been done in the organisation.

Assimilation becomes a team process aimed at providing a forum for relationship
buiiding and learning. With each new member or group of member comes the

possibility to do things different. Orientation and assimilation processes built upon
the idea of mutuality of influence will be designed to optimise learning rather than
indoctrination.

Work Assignrnente

Work is designed and assigned or signed up for in order to satisfy personal needs and

d.esires as weli as organisational needs. People might be in one of three classes of work
for periods of time based on their needs and capacities. Settlers, people who want to
settle into a particular set of activities for an extended period of tim*-S to 8 years-
will have job assignments central to the ongoing business. Floaters, people who have

multiple skills and needs, will participate simultaneously or sequentially in a range of
activities that allows the expression of their multiple abiiities. Leaders, identified as a

result of their relational way of working, will rotate through positions across the

organisational network. They will be on call as ieaders for a period of time and then
provided with down time for learning or simply being team members. Anyone can

potentially operate as a settler, a floater, or a leader in the course of time working with
a particular organisation.

M otiv otion and Inspiration

Central to the ideas of motivation and inspiration is an understanding of human life
cycles. No longer is life viewed as an ever upward path of progTess' but may now be

seen as a never ending spiral of germination, growbh, fruition and rest. It is essential
that organisations of the 21st century understand, honor and accommodate our
varying human needs at each of these phases as we spiral through life. An
organisation able to recognise differing human needs and create a balanced mix of
peopie operating in differing phases of this renewal cycle would certainly support life
and evolution.
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Reuards and Pay

The formula for reward and pay will continue to contain both diversity and
complexity. Compensation will have at least three components based on some
combination of three levels of performance: organisation performance, team
performance, and individual performance. Organisation performance measures the
results of the enterprise as a whole and will include financial, global social and
environmental and human asset results. Team performance measures both the
processes and the results of various teams and relational units. Team performance
measures will consider local factors such as countgy or culture pay practices and local
costs of living. Individual performance is a measure of learning and capacity to
perform. It is a measure of a person's potential to the ,organisation, rather than a
measure of actual performance. If organisations are paying for potential they will
likely want to get their money's worth and tend to utilise people to their potential not
merely to the organisation's needs.

Each person or relevant group of people will have a pay matrix based on some
combi.nation of the three levels of performance. The organisation's technical capacity
to manage the process becomes crucial to its capacity to optimise salary
administration and pay practices.

Deaelopment

As with the other human resource management areas, the area of employee
development becomes more complex in a postmodern environment. People will engage
in iearning for the sake of learning as well as for the good of the organiiration as it
currently operates. As a result, development must focus in three essential domains:
the domain of interest, the domain of organisational necessity and the domain of
relational capacity.

Postmodern organisations depend on relationships to operate and satisff the needs
of customers and multiple stakeholders. Continuous relational learning is essential to
organisation success and endurance. In addition, the ability to support employees at
all phases in the life renewal cycle requires organisational support for iearning that
flows from interest and curiosity, as weil as learning to met specific short term
organisational needs.

OD - A Posf Moornru Acrruon

The postmodern challenges to organisation development are as diverse as the
muititude of organisational forms now emerging. OD consultants and the people with
whom they work will face a potpourri of chalienges, some global, some local and some
on'the edge of.both. Because we are on the front end of a newly emerging era much of
what will unfold is not yet visible. I can at this point suggest three guiding principles
for our evolving work,
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1) Support ihe evoiution of postmodern organisation-netlvorks of people that
value and optimise diversity of expression, are relationaliy oriented, lhat reccg-
nise the human need for renewai and the iimitations of our natural world. In
other words, it is our chailenge ro contribute to grobai sustainabirity.

2) Live and work from an appreciative orientation lhat generates positive poten-
tial for organisation life. We must whenever possibi! take a creative stance
based on appreciation of ourselves and others. We must help others to live and
work appreciatively. It is our challenge to use the tools and methods of the mod-
ern era in ways that nurture rife rather than diminish it.

3) Assume responsibility for what we create through our stories, initiatives and
relationships in the,prganisaiions with which we work. it is time that we take
responsibility for cr6ating the organisational context within which we work and
contribute to society. change is an ever present phenomenon today maybe
because we have been studying it and wriling about it and claiming to heip
managers manage it and leaders lead it and everyone else cope with it.ls it pos-
sible that we have contributed to the accelerated rate of change that is almost
impossible to tolerate today? I believe this is possible. As responsible profes-
sionals we must begin a reconstruction of the concept of change and at the same
time take care as we fail in with the iatest wave of intellectual popular culture -
chaos and complexity theory. The more we talk about, study and attempt to
understand chaos and complexity, the more we inyite it to be the context for our
lives and our work. Personally, I'd rather bring simplicity and ease to life. Our
challenge is to create organisations in which we can thrive, not mereiy survive.




